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WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump suggested a new
merit-based system to regulate entry to the United States
on Tuesday, as he tried to square his hardline campaign
rhetoric with the goal of broad immigration reform.
Addressing Congress, Trump stood by his plan to subject
travelers from certain countries deemed a risk to extreme
vetting, insisting: “We cannot allow a beachhead of terror-
ism to form inside America.” But-alongside this promise of
“strong measures to protect our nation from radical Islamic
terrorism”-he held out the prospect of a merit-based immi-
gration system that might win cross-party support.

Arguing that mass immigration by unskilled workers
costs the US taxpayer billions of dollars and depresses
the wages and job opportunities of the working poor,
Trump urged lawmakers to get behind reform.”If we are
guided by the well-being of American citizens then I
believe Republicans and Democrats can work together
to achieve an outcome that has eluded our country for
decades,” he argued. A merit-based system-such as those
in use in Canada and Australia-would, he argued “save
countless dollars, raise workers’ wages, and help strug-
gling families-including immigrant families-enter the
middle class.”

Path to papers 
“It is a basic principle that those seeking to enter a

country ought to be able to support themselves finan-
cially,” Trump told lawmakers. “Yet, in America, we do not
enforce this rule, straining the very public resources that
our poorest citizens rely upon,” he added. US lawmakers,
encouraged by the previous administration under presi-
dent Barack Obama, have long sought to agree a broad-
based package to provide roughly 11 million undocu-
mented migrants with a path to legal residency.

But Republican members, in particular, faced opposi-

tion from their electoral base to any measure that
smacked of an “amnesty” for illegal immigrants-a senti-
ment that Trump played up to during his campaign.
Vowing to build a wall on the Mexican border to keep
out migrants he branded drug-dealers, murderers and

rapists, Trump gave every appearance of planning a still
tougher line on immigration. But his attempts to intro-
duce a visa ban on visitors from seven mainly-Muslim
countries deemed seedbeds of terror have been halted
by the courts, and he faces opposition from influential

quarters to tougher general controls.
Silicon Valley software giants, with their huge lobby-

ing reach, rely on recruiting foreign engineers-particularly
from the Indian sub-continent-and Republican backers in
construction and agriculture employ millions of migrants.
Federal officers from Immigration and Customs
Enforcement and from Customs and Border Protection
have set about enforcing existing immigration law with
renewed vigor-but their dragnet has triggered popular
protests. Earlier Tuesday, Trump suggested in a meeting
with television news anchors that he was open to a deal
that would legalize millions of undocumented immi-
grants as part of a bipartisan compromise.

‘Build the wall’ 
That would mark a dramatic shift in policy. “The time

is right for an immigration bill as long as there is compro-
mise on both sides,” Trump reportedly told the anchors.
But there is clearly a line that Trump cannot cross if he is
to placate his electoral base. Blue-collar crowds in the
key states that gave him victory cheered his “Build the
Wall” mantra to the rafters.

And Trump has firmly tied his pledge to fight illegal
immigration to the prospect of jobs and security at home.
“By finally enforcing our immigration laws, we will raise
wages, help the unemployed, save billions and billions of
dollars and make our communities safer for everyone,” he
said. He said he had given orders to create a special office
to assist victims of crime by immigrants: “VOICE”-Victims
of Immigration Crime Engagement. “We are providing a
voice to those who have been ignored by our media, and
silenced by special interests,” Trump said. He then paid
tribute to four guests in the audience, who, he said, had
lost loved ones in violent crimes committed by immi-
grants living in the country illegally. — AFP 

Still talking tough, Trump touts immigration compromise

WASHINGTON: Members of congress attend US President Donald Trump’s address to a joint session of
the US Congress in the House chamber of the US Capitol. Trump’s first address to Congress focused on
national security, tax and regulatory reform, the economy, and healthcare. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump has
outlined a goal to hike American military spend-
ing by nearly 10 percent, shoveling yet more
cash toward a defense budget already greater
than that of the next seven nations combined.
The proposal faces stiff opposition but if
approved, the basic military budget would swell
to $603 billion-with billions more available for
overseas wars.

While critics question Trump’s math, or say a
military-industrial spending bonanza is unjusti-
fied, the Pentagon insists it is struggling on mul-
tiple fronts. Hawkish Republicans say the addi-
tional money wouldn’t go nearly far enough. So
what, exactly, does the military need billions of
dollars extra for? The Pentagon’s short answer:
Plenty. Military leaders have in recent weeks
warned that aging equipment and underfund-
ing have left the Pentagon staving off a crisis in
“readiness”-the speed at which it can respond. 

They say the wars in Afghanistan, Iraq and
elsewhere have hammered military equipment,
much of which needs urgent upgrading or
replacement.  And the brass point to a depleted
workforce dealing with constant deployments
and low retention rates. “We were out of Iraq,
but we are back in Iraq. We were out of
Afghanistan, but we are not out of Afghanistan,”
said General Herbert “Hawk” Carlisle, who heads
the Air Combat Command. “We have Libya, we
have Yemen, we have North Korea still, we have
South China Sea, the Ukraine,” he added.

Carlisle noted that the Air Force has shrunk its
fighter squadrons from almost 100 in the early
days of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq down
to just 55 today-even though warplanes form
the backbone of the fight against the Islamic
State group. He urgently wants to get the num-
ber of squadrons up to 60. Then there’s the
development of the Long-Range Standoff
nuclear cruise missile, the replacement of
America’s intercontinental missile fleet, the F-35
stealth plane, a fighter pilot shortage and the
goal of swelling the ranks from 317,000 today up
to about 350,000 — to name but a few areas
clamoring for cash.  And that’s just the Air Force.

Ships and soldiers 
Trump in January signed an executive order

to begin increasing the size of the US military,
promising new aircraft, naval ships and more
resources for the Pentagon. He offered few
specifics but has said he envisioned a naval fleet
of 350 vessels, up from the Navy’s current 274
and more than its 310-vessel target.  The Navy
has a long wishlist of what it could buy this year

if it had more money. This includes 24 F/A Super
Hornets ($2.3 billion), six more Poseidon mar-
itime patrol planes ($1.2 bill ion), another
amphibious assault ship ($1.83 billion) and so
on.  Neither the Navy nor Trump have described
what the additional ships might be, but the
costs would quickly tot up. A single Virginia class
nuclear submarine goes for about $2.7 billion.
The latest aircraft carrier is nearly $12 billion.

As for the Army, Thomas Spoehr, a retired
lieutenant general and military expert at the
Heritage Foundation conservative think tank,
said it needs more than the 476,000 soldiers cur-
rently planned for 2017. 

“That’s still way below where there need to
be. Everybody is in agreement that there need
to be at least 500,000 active duty soldiers. That’s
a fairly costly endeavor (of up to $5 billion) to do
that,” Spoehr said.  

The Army started to shrink after the with-
drawal of most troops from Iraq and
Afghanistan, dropping from a high of 570,000
soldiers. Spoehr added that the Army’s modern-
ization programs for Apaches and Black Hawk
helicopters need to be accelerated. Despite

Trump’s promise of a “great rebuilding,” his lofty
pledges are constrained by fiscal reality.  One
roof on defense spending is a legal budget cap,
known as sequestration, that was implemented
under Barack Obama. And the Republican-held
Congress will still need Democratic buy-in to
approve the military spending proposal-a tough
sell considering Trump wants to pay for it by
slashing funding to other federal agencies and
likely will cut taxes.

Still, for hawkish Republican Senator John
McCain, Trump’s proposals are lacking. The presi-
dent’s request is only $18.5 billion above what
Obama had proposed for fiscal year 2018 any-
way, he said, urging a spending level of $640 bil-
lion. “In other words, President Trump intends to
submit a defense budget that is a mere three
percent above President Obama’s defense budg-
et, which has left our military underfunded,
undersized and unready to confront threats to
our national security,” McCain said. “With a world
on fire, America cannot secure peace through
strength with just three percent more than
President Obama’s budget. We can and must do
better.” — AFP 

PARIS: Donald Trump supporters remained
steadfast at the voting booth even after
acknowledging that some of his statements
were untrue, experiments conducted during the
US presidential campaign revealed yesterday.
Republicans were more likely to believe a state-
ment-factual or false - if it was attributed to
Trump, while Democrats showed the opposite
bias, according to a study in the journal Royal
Society Open Science. 

That was hardly surprising, the researchers
said. But even when participants of both politi-
cal persuasions changed an erroneous view
after being confronted with the correct answer,
they often quickly gravitated back to their orig-
inal view. The experiments,  conducted in
November 2015 and July 2016, provide scientif-
ic evidence for something that became obvious
after Trump gained the White House, the study
concluded: “spreading falsehoods does not dis-
credit character”. 

Trafficking in “misinformation did not hinder
[Trump’s] candidacy, and even if misinformation
was exposed, this did not reduce voting prefer-
ence or positive feelings”, the study found. A
wealth of research shows that people disagree
on what is true or not depending on their politi-
cal loyalties. Many people think unemployment,

inflation and crime rates are lower, for example,
when their preferred party is in power. But the
recent US election suggested the gap may be
even bigger than once suspected.

A case in point: Trump’s oft-repeated asser-
tion that the US murder rate is at its highest level
in 47 years, which continues to be cited by his
supporters as fact even though it has been thor-
oughly debunked. But how people’s brains man-
age to deal with such disparities between reality
and personally-held views is still poorly under-
stood. Researchers led by Briony Swire at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
designed twin experiments to explore how
much people rely on the credibility of a source in
deciding whether something is true or not.  In
the first test, they presented 2,000 volunteers
with eight statements-four true, four false-made
by Trump during the campaign. 

‘An expiration date’
The same items were sometimes attributed

to Trump, and sometimes presented as an
unsourced fact: “Donald Trump said that vac-
cines cause autism” or “Vaccines cause autism,”
for example. The participants graded each state-
ment as true or false on a scale of one to ten,
before being told the right answer and given a

chance to revise their opinion. Both Republican
and Democrat supporters were willing in many
cases to change their minds when corrected, the
team found. But it didn’t last long.  “After a one-
week delay, participants partially ‘re-believed’ in
the misinformation, and partially forgot the fac-
tual information that was true,” the researchers
said. “Explanations regarding both fact and fic-
tion seemingly have an expiration date,” they
noted wryly.

In the second experiment, seven months lat-
er, nearly 1,000 different volunteers were pre-
sented with true and false statements Trump
had made on the campaign trail, and asked to
rate their veracity on the same scale. This time,
however, all the statements were attributed to
the candidate, and the same explanations as to
why they were valid or not were alternately
attributed to one of three sources: Republicans,
Democrats or a “non-partisan fact-checking
website”. Volunteers were again asked whom
they would vote for. “Trump supporters did not
change their voting intentions even if they
altered their beliefs about the truth of his state-
ments,” the study found. “This study contributes
one further piece of the puzzle as to why
Trump’s success has been sustained,” the
researchers concluded. — AFP 

SEATTLE: Airport officials and civil rights
lawyers around the country are getting
ready for President Donald Trump’s new trav-
el ban - mindful of the chaos that accompa-
nied his initial executive order but hopeful
the forthcoming version will be rolled out in
a more orderly way. 

The new order was expected as soon as
today. A draft suggested it would target
people from six of the original seven pre-
dominantly Muslim countries but would
exempt travelers who already have visas to
come to the US. The latest draft in circulation
no longer includes Iraq.

Since last month’s ban, which courts have
put on hold, a section of the international
arrivals area at Dulles International Airport
outside the nation’s capital has been trans-
formed into a virtual law firm, with legal vol-
unteers ready to greet travelers from affect-
ed countries and ask if they saw anyone
being detained. Similar efforts are underway
at other airports, including Seattle-Tacoma
International, where officials have drawn up
plans for crowd control after thousands
crammed the baggage claim area to protest
the original ban.

“The plan is to be as ready as possible,”
said Lindsay Nash, an immigration law pro-
fessor at Cardozo School of Law in New York
who has been helping prepare emergency
petitions on behalf of those who might be
detained. Trump’s initial action, issued Jan
27, temporarily barred citizens of Iran, Iraq,
Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Sudan and Libya from
coming to the US and halted acceptance of
all refugees. The president said his adminis-
tration would review vetting procedures
amid concerns about terrorism in those sev-
en nations.

Protesters flooded US airports that week-
end, seeking to free travelers detained by
customs officials amid confusion about who
could enter the country, including US per-
manent residents known as green-card
holders. Attorneys also challenged the order
in court, including officials from Washington
state. That lawsuit, which Minnesota joined,
resulted in a federal judge temporarily
blocking the government from enforcing
the travel ban, a decision unanimously
upheld by a panel of the 9th US Circuit
Court of Appeals.

A new order
Many civil rights lawyers and activists

have said they don’t believe a new order
would cure all the constitutional problems of
the original, including the claim that it was
motivated by anti-Muslim discrimination.
Trump has said he singled out the seven
countries because they had already been
deemed a security concern by the Obama
administration. In his first address to
Congress on Tuesday night, Trump said his

administration “is taking strong measures to
protect our nation from radical Islamic ter-
rorism” and is working on improved vetting
procedures. “And we will shortly take new
steps to keep our nation safe - and to keep
out those who would do us harm,” Trump
said. Last week, analysts at the Homeland
Security Department’s intelligence arm
found insufficient evidence that citizens of
the seven Muslim-majority countries pose a
terror threat to the United States. “It’s not
enough to just tweak an order and not
change the nature of why it was issued in
the first place,” said Rula Aoun, director of
the Arab American Civil Rights League in
Dearborn, Michigan, which sued over the
initial ban and is prepared to do the same
with the rewrite if necessary. 

Prepared and willing
In New York, American Civil Liberties

Union attorney Lee Gelernt said the organi-
zation was ready to go to court if the admin-
istration tries to immediately enforce its new
order. “The primary focus is being able to
respond immediately to any request by the
government to lift any of the injunctions,
before the courts have had a chance to
examine the new order,” he said. Activists
and airport officials alike said they hoped it
would be phased in to give travelers fair
warning, which might preclude any deten-
tions from arriving flights. “We are prepared
and willing,” said Rebecca Sharpless, who
runs the immigration clinic at the University
of Miami School of Law. “But it’s unlikely to
cause the same kind of chaos of last time.”

At Dulles, Sea-Tac, Minneapolis-St Paul
and other airports, legal volunteers have
greeted arriving travelers in shifts every day
since the initial ban, wearing name tags or
posting signs in different languages to iden-
tify themselves. The legal-services nonprofit
OneJustice was ready to send email alerts to
3,000 volunteers in California if needed,
deploying them to San Francisco and Los
Angeles airports for people affected by any
new order, chief executive Julia Wilson said.
In Chicago, travelers have been signing up
for an assistance program started by the local
Council on American-Islamic Relations office
to ensure swift legal help if they’re detained.

Groups urged those arriving at 17 other air-
ports, including Miami, Atlanta and San Diego,
to register with Airport Lawyer, a secure web-
site and free mobile app that alerts volunteer
lawyers to ensure travelers make it through
customs without trouble. Asti Gallina, a third-
year student at the University of Washington
Law School, volunteered at Sea-Tac for the first
time Tuesday. It was quiet, she said. “An essen-
tial part of the American narrative is the ability
to come to America,” Gallina said. “Any
infringement of that is something that needs
to be resisted.” — AP 
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WASHINGTON: Carryn Owens, the wife of slain Navy SEAL William ‘Ryan’ Owens, looks up while
being acknowledged by US President Donald Trump during his address to a joint session of
Congress at the US Capitol in Washington, DC. — AFP 

SEATTLE: Asti Gallina (center) a volunteer law student from the University of Washington,
works at a station near where passengers arrive on international flights at Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport in Seattle. Gallina was volunteering with the group Airport
Lawyer, which also offers a secure website and mobile phone app that alerts volunteer
lawyers to ensure travelers make it through customs without trouble. — AP 
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set for new Trump travel ban


